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Abstract
The stability, diffusivity and clustering behaviour of defects in uranium diboride (UB2) was investigated in
light of the potential application as a burnable absorber in nuclear fuel. UB2 was found to accommodate
limited deviations from stoichiometry, which should be a consideration when manufacturing and operating
the material. Self-diffusivity of both U and B was found to be sluggish (10−14 cm2/s for B and 10−19 cm2/s
for U at 2000 K) and highly anisotropic, with migration along the basal planes being orders of magnitude
faster than c-axis migration. The anisotropy of defect migration (both interstitials and vacancies) is
predicted to hinder recombination of defects produced by collision cascades, thus limiting the radiation
tolerance of the material. Boron and uranium vacancies exhibit a drive to cluster. Boron vacancies in
particular, which are mobile on basal planes, are predicted to cluster into strongly bound di-vacancy,
which in turn are less mobile. These are then predicted to grow into larger two-dimensional vacancy
clusters on the B plane, leading to anisotropic swelling. We provide an analytical expression to predict
the stability of these clusters based on purely geometrical considerations. Finally, the accommodation
of Li, He and Xe onto vacancy clusters was considered. Li appears to stabilise the structure upon U
depletion, while the retention of He and Xe appears to rise with increasing B depletion, through the
formation of vacancy clusters.
1. Introduction
Burnable absorbers are a widely utilised feature in nuclear fuels that can significantly improve the
overall fuel cycle cost and extend residence times of fuel in a reactor. Burnable absorbers limit the
reactivity of the fuel early on in the fuel’s lifetime (by shielding portions of the fuel from thermal neutrons)
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allowing higher enrichment fuels to be loaded, thereby enabling a subsequent greater reactivity later on
in the fuel bundle’s cycle, once the burnable poison has been used.
1.1. Burnable absorbers
A widely used burnable absorbing material in the nuclear industry is gadolinia (Gd2O3) mixed into
solid solution with the UO2 fuel up to 10 wt.% (normally 3–5 wt.%). Gadolinium-157 has the highest
thermal neutron cross section of any stable solid isotope in the periodic table (∼ 242, 000 barns [1]).
Gadolinium-155 also has a significant neutron cross section of ∼ 56, 000 barns and can eventually absorb
two neutrons to form 157Gd. The multiple isotopes’ behaviours results in a residual neutronic suppression,
which is a drawback associated with Gd-based burnable absorbers using the natural isotopic abundances.
Erbia has also been used as a burnable absorber in a similar manner and broadly behaves similarly to
gadolinia [2].
Other thoroughly investigated consequences of adding gadolinia to UO2 (in solid solution) include
the reduction of fissile material from the assembly (as gadolinia displaces UO2), a reduction in melting
temperature of the fuel [3] and the significant degradation in thermal conductivity that the solid solution
has in comparison with the fresh UO2 material [4] (which also undergoes a significant reduction in
thermal conductivity due to burnup effects[5]). Consequently, nuclear fuel manufacturers have pursued
alternative burnable absorbing technologies: of note is the Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber (IFBA)
technology developed by Westinghouse Electric Company using ZrB2 [2, 6, 7].
Unlike Gd isotopes, there is only one stable highly neutron absorbing isotope of boron, 10B, which
has a thermal neutron cross section of 3800 barns [1]. Upon capture of a neutron, 10B fissions into two
very low thermal neutron cross section isotopes 7Li and 4He. The residual neutron poisoning of boron is
therefore significantly lower than Gd.
Currently, IFBA is applied as a coating to the outside of the pellet due to manufacturing process
restraints. However, the outer region of the pellet experiences significantly larger early burnup than in
the centre of the pellet, causing the IFBA coating to burn away relatively quickly. In turn this leads to
a peak in reactivity relatively early in the lifetime of the fuel, which limits the enrichment of the fuel in
the assembly. This is highlighted by the blue line in Figure 1.
By using UB2 as an alternative to ZrB2, and dispersing it as a second phase in UO2, one can provide
a suppressed initial fuel reactivity with a flater burnup dependence profile. As the uranium density of
UB2 is greater than UO2, there will be more uranium in the pellet after the suppression of reactivity
— effectively boosting the activity of the fuel later in the fuel cycle. To enable this technology, a
significant effort in terms of experimental and theoretical understanding of UB2 is required in relation
to its potential use as a burnable absorber. In this work we aim to address the defect behaviour of
UB2, understanding the materials early behaviour in terms of radiation damage, defect migration, void
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Figure 1: Schematic showing reactivity (kinf) of three different fuel designs: 4.5% enriched UO2, 3% enriched UO2 and
4.5% enriched UO2 with ZrB2 coated absorber highlighting its initial increase in reactivity. Modified from [2].
nucleation and accommodation of fission and activation products.
1.2. Uranium diboride
Uranium diboride has a high melting point of 2430 ◦C [8] and high uranium density (11.68 g cm−3),
greater than that of UO2 (9.67 g cm
−3). Theoretical studies have also reported that UB2 exhibits an
extraordinary thermal conductivity of 52 Wm−1K−1 in its un-irradiated state [9]. Experimental efforts
have yielded a thermal conductivity of approximately a factor of two lower [10], which is still a remarkably
high thermal conductivity.
UB2 exhibits the AlB2-type hexagonal structure (space group P6/mmm) [11], shown in Figure 2. This
phase is isostructural to many other metal diborides, that are known to exhibit extremely high melting
point, hardness and thermal conductivity — properties highly desired in advanced nuclear fuels. On the
other hand, Th and Ce, which share many chemical similarities to U, do not form stable diborides [12].
Beckman and Kiessling suggest that because of the small atomic radius of B, the inter-atomic spacing
of U atoms is suffciently small to promote metallic bonding with uranium layers [11], which would likely
lead to a metallic-like thermal conductivity. This is not observed in the iso-structural β-USi2 due to the
larger Si radius [11].
Previous electronic structure calculations within the Density Functional Theory (DFT) framework
investigated the nature of the chemical bonds and hybridisation within U-B compounds [13]. Recent
DFT studies also considered some fission product behaviour in UB2 [14] — highlighting that Zr and Xe
cause contraction and swelling of the crystal structure respectively. Migration of defects through UB2 was
3
Figure 2: Crystal structure of UB2. small dark spheres represent B atoms, and larger light spheres represent U atoms.
also studied: the U vacancy migration and concerted Xe/U-vacancy migration highlighted some initial
fission gas release behaviour of the material. Electron density of states calculations have also shown that
the material remains electrically conductive with increases in these extrinsic species in the UB2 matrix.
2. Methodology
The density functional theory (DFT) simulations used in this work employed the plane-wave pseudo-
potential VASP code [15, 16] in conjunction with PAW pseudo-potentials [17]. The plane-wave cut-off
was set to 400 eV. The exchange-correlation functional used in this study is the PBE formalism of the
generalised gradient approximation, and selected calculations were repeated with the hybrid HSE06 and
PBE0 functionals.
Crystal defects were investigated using supercells containing 144 atoms (4 × 4 × 3 replica
:::::::::
expansion
of the conventional unit-cell). Brillouin zone sampling was carried out using a 3×3×3 Γ-centred k-point
grid, equivalent to a k-point density of ∼ 0.03A. In accordance with the semi-metallic nature of UB2, first
order Methfessel-Paxton [18] smearing of bands was employed with a width of 0.1 eV. Defect simulations
were relaxed until the energy difference between two consecutive geometries was less than 1× 10−4 eV.
::::::::
Diffusion
:::::::
kinetics
::::
were
::::::::::
calculated
::::
from
:::::::::
harmonic
::::::::
transition
:::::
state
:::::::
theory,
::::::::
informed
::
by
:::::
DFT
:::::::::::
calculations,
::::
with
:::
the
:::
aid
:::
of
:::
the
:::::::::
“Onsager
:::::
code”
:::::::::
developed
:::
by
:::::::
Trinkle
:::::::
[19, 20].
:::
In
:::
the
::::::
dilute
:::::
limit,
::::
and
:::
for
:::::::::::
uncorrelated
:::::::
diffusion
:::::::::
processes
::::
(i.e.
:::::
tracer
:::
or
::::::::::::
self-diffusion),
::::
the
:::::::::
diffusivity
::
of
:
a
:::::::
species
::
A
:
is
:::::::
simply
::::::
related
::
to
::::
the
::::::
species
::::::::::::
concentration,
::::
cA,::::and :::the:::::::::respective::::::::diagonal::::::::Onsager:::::::::transport:::::::::coefficient:::::LAA:
DA = lim
cA→0
kBT
cA
LAA
::::::::::::::::::
(1)
::::::
Where
:
a
:::::::
species
::::
may
::::::
diffuse
::::::::
through
:::::
both
:::::::::
interstitial
::::
and
::::::::::::::::
vacancy-mediated
::::::::::::
mechanisms,
::::
DA :is::::the::::sum
::
of
:::
the
::::
two
::::::::
diffusion
::::::::::::
mechanisms,
::::
each
:::::
with
:::
the
:::::::::
respective
::::::::
Onsager
:::::::::
coefficient
:
DA = c
i
AD
i
A + c
v
AD
v
A
::::::::::::::::::
(2)
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:::::
where
:::
ciA::::and:::c
v
A:::
are
::::
the
::::::::::::
concentration
:::
of
::
A
:::::::::::
interstitials
::::
and
::
A
:::::::::
vacancies
:::::::::::
respectively.
:::::::
Unlike
::::::::
extrinsic
:::::
defect
:::::::::::::
concentrations
:::::
[21],
:::
the
::::
sum
::
of
::::::::
ciA + c
v
A ::
is
:::
not
::
a
::::::::
constant
:::
and
:::::
may
::::
with
::::::::::::
temperature.
::::
The
::::::::
Onsager
:::::::::
coefficients
:::::
were
:::::::::
calculated
:::::::::
following
:::::::::
transition
::::
state
:::::::
theory
:::::
using
:
a
:::::::::::::::::
recently-developed
:::::::::
numerical
:::::::
method
:::::
based
:::
on
:::::::
Greens
:::::::::
functions
::::::::
[19, 20].
:::::
The
:::::::::
activation
:::::::
energy
::::
for
:::::::::
individual
::::::
jumps
:::::
were
:::::::::
informed
:::::
from
::::
DFT
:::::::::::
simulations
:::::
using
::::
the
:::::::
nudged
:::::::
elastic
:::::
band
:::::::
method
:::::
with
:::::::::
improved
::::::::
tangent
:::::::
[22] and
::::::
climb
::::::
image
::::
[23].
:::::::::::::::
Pre-exponential
:::::::
factors
:::::
(e.g.
:::::::
attempt
::::::::::::
frequencies)
:::
are
:::::::
known
:::
to
:::
be
::
of
::::::::::
secondary
::::::::::
importance
:::
to
:::
the
:::::::::::
exponential
::::
term
::::::::
(energy
::::::::
barriers)
:::::::
[24, 25],
::::
and
:::::::
hessian
:::::::
matrix
:::::::::::
calculations
:::::
with
:::
the
::::::::
hopping
:::::
atom
:::::::::::::
approximation
::::::::::::
[24, 26] show
::::
that
:::
for
:::
our
:::::::
system
::::
the
::::::::
difference
:::
in
::::::::::::::
pre-exponential
::::::
factor
:::::::
between
:::::::
ground
::::
state
::::
and
:::::::::
transition
:::::
state
:::
to
::
be
:::::::::
negligible
:::
at
:::
the
:::::::::::
temperature
:::
of
:::::::
concern
::
in
::::
this
::::::
study.
:
This work was concerned with relatively large defect clusters, thus particular attention was taken
to ensure that the supercell size was sufficiently large to avoid elastic self-interaction from periodic
boundaries [27, 28]. For every defect, the dipole tensors
:::::
tensor
:
was calculated and the resulting self-
interaction energy was consistently within 2% of the defect energy, owing to the strongly localised strain
fields of the defects in this materials (see section 3.2). In addition, four defects (a single uranium vacancy,
a single boron vacancy, a boron tetra-vacancy and a boron hexa-vacancy) were simulated in increasing
supercell sizes from 54 to 216, showing convergence within 10−2 eV for supercells containing 96 atoms
or more. As a final check, the difference between constant-pressure and constant-volume relaxation was
computed for a uranium vacancy, and it was found to be <7 meV for supercells containing 144 atoms or
more.
The behaviour of U and B intrinsic defects was computed as well as for extrinsic species: He, Li
and Xe. Defect formation energies were used to understand the potential deviations in stoichiometry
possible in UB2 with respect to the uranium-rich and uranium-poor neighbouring phases U and UB4.
The binding energy of defect clusters was also computed to understand the interaction of different defects
to each other in order to predict their resulting behaviour. Defect formation, binding and incorporation
energies were computed using established methods outlined in similar materials, see Appendix A for
details and definitions. Migration energies were computed using the nudged elastic band method with
improved tangent [22] and climb image [23].
Past work simulating UB2 using DFT methods [9, 14] has used an on-site Coulomb repulsion term
‘+U’, also known as the Hubbard parameter. The magnitude of this parameter, and whether it is
required at all, is entirely dependent on the material chemistry and crystal structure, and it is not
transferable from one compound to a chemically similar but structurally different compound (or vice-
versa structurally similar but chemically different). Ideally, the U-value can be parameterised against
photoemission spectroscopy experiments, see the exemplary case of UO2 [29], or in the case of an insulator,
it may be calculated self-consistently within the simulations with considerable success [30, 31]. As there
are no experimental information available regarding the electronic band structure of UB2, and since the
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Figure 3: Volume change as a function of applied hydrostatic pressure. Hollow symbols represent current DFT results and
filled symbols were reproduced from experimental compression study [32].
material does not have a band gap, it is impossible to infer a-priori what is a suitable Coulomb repulsion
for this material. For reasons provided in Appendix B, we have chosen to omit an on-site Coulomb
repulsion term for calculations presented in this body as benchmarking to lattice parameter alone does
not provide sufficient justification for a correction term and the un-corrected results are shown to be in
reasonable agreement with the body of experimental data available.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Bulk properties
The response of UB2 to hydrostatic compression was investigated experimentally by Dancausse et
al. [32], and the pressure/volume curve is reproduced in Figure 3 together with the current results from
DFT, showing remarkable agreement between simulation and experiment.
The single-crystal elastic constants, cij , were calculated through perturbation theory and from these
the polycrystalline bulk and shear moduli were obtained using a Hill average of the Reuss and Voight
method [33]. These are presented in Table 1, and compared with previous DFT values of Jossou et al. [9]
and experimental bulk modulus of Dancausse et al. [32]. Despite the similarities in methodology between
the two DFT studies1, there are remarkable differences for some of the stiffness constants, exemplified
clearly by the varied shear constant values. Thus, the discrepancy provides an estimate of uncertainty of
1Namely, two different formalisms of GGA exchange-correlation functional (PBE vs PBEsol), and different pseudo-
potentials, which in turn is dictated by the fact that two different DFT codes were used.
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Table 1: Stiffness constants of UB2 in units of GPa. Polycrystalline properties were calculated using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill
averaging scheme [33].
c11 c33 c12 c13 c44 c66 B G
current (PBE) 444 502 71.5 104 263 186 216 213
experimental [32] 225± 2
PBEsol [9] 342 503 161 280 105 90.4 275 87.9
PBEsol+U [9] 339 505 174 292 94.0 82.7 275 83.5
state-of-the-art DFT methods for UB2 that can be reduced with eventual experimental efforts that will
result if the concept outlined in this theoretical study is considered promising.
It is interesting to note that the bulk modulus is greater than the proposed parent material of the UB2
burnable absorber — UO2. The bulk modulus of UO2 is approximately 210 GPa at room temperature
[34, 35] meaning that is more easily compressed in comparison to UB2. Further work should address the
potential burnup effects on the mechanical properties of UB2 as well as radiation damage effects.
3.2. Defect behaviour and non-stoichiometry
To calculate the equilibrium concentration of defects, one must consider the formation of competing
secondary phases, as presented in Table 2. The concentrations were calculated for typical fuel operating
temperature (1000 ◦C) and typical UB2 sintering temperature of 2300 ◦C (for conventional pressureless
sintering) — for details of all intrinsic defects and their formation energy in standard state, see Appendix
C.
It can be seen that the energies are prohibitively high, and the corresponding concentrations at
relevant temperatures are therefore low. This suggests that in the presence of excess boron or uranium
(under equilibrium conditions) secondary phases are expected to form rather than the accommodation
of deviations in stoichiometry — indicating that UB2 is effectively a line compound. Compared to UO2,
which is able to accommodate significant variability in stoichiometry, UB2 is expected to form secondary
phases as boron or uranium is consumed through in-reactor processes. As such, any further
::::::::::
CALPHAD
::::::::
analysis
:::
by
::::::::::
Noordhoek
::::
and
:::::::::
Besmann
::::::::::
[36, 37] has
::::::
shown
:::::
that
::
at
::::::::::::
equilibrium,
:::::::::
composite
:::::::::
formation
::
of
::::
UO2::::and::::UB2:::::leads:::to :a:::::slight:::::::::reduction::of::::the:::::oxide::to:::::::::::::::::hypostoichiometric:::::::UO2−x:.:::::This::in
::::
itself
::
is
::::::::::
undesirable
::::
due
::
to
:::
the
:::::::::
reduction
::
in
:::::::
melting
:::::
point
::::
and
:::::::
thermal
:::::::::::
conductivity
:::::
with
::::::::::::::::
hypostochiometry.
:::
The
:::::
issue
:::::
may
::
be
:::::::
further
::::::::::
aggravated
:::::::
during
:::::::::
in-reactor
::::::::::
operation,
::::
since
::::
the
::
B
:::::::::
depletion
::
of
::::
the
::::::::
burnable
::::::
poison
::::
leads
:::
to
:::::::::
additional
::::::
excess
::
U
::::
that,
::::
may
::::
not
::
be
:::::::
entirely
::::::::::::::
accommodated
::
by
:::
the
:::::::
already
:::::::::::::::::
hypostoichiometric
:::::::
UO2−x, :::::::::according ::to::::::::::::::thermodynamic::::::::::predictions::::[36].::If::::not:::::::::accounted:::for,::::this::::may::::lead:::to:::the:::::::::formation
::
of
:::::::
metallic
:::::::::
uranium,
::::::
which
::
is
::::::
highly
:::::::::::
undesirable
::::::
owing
:::
to
:::
its
:::::::::::::
comparatively
::::
low
:::::::
melting
::::::::::::
temperature.
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Table 2: Intrinsic defect formation reactions in Kro¨ger-Vink notation, normalised for unitary defects. Range of energies
reported when multiple sites exist, see Appendix C for details on configuration, coordinates, energies and volumes of
individual interstitial defects.
Defect Reaction Energy (eV/defect) c(1000◦C) c(2300◦C)
B-depletion (α-U, UB2)
VB
1
2α-U + BB → VB + 12UB2 2.55 10−10 10−6
Ui α-U→ Ui 9.30 – 13.19 10−37 10−20
UB
3
2α-U + BB → UB + 12UB2 6.02 10−24 10−13
B-excess (UB2, UB4)
VU UB4 + UU → VU + 2UB2 3.40 10−14 10−8
Bi
1
2UB4 → Bi + 12UB2 3.14 – 5.17 10−13 10−7
BU
3
2UB4 + UU → BU + 52UB2 5.44 10−22 10−12
disorder
B-Frenkel: BB → VB + Bi 3.10 – 4.12 10−12 10−7
U-Frenkel: UU → VU + Ui 7.29 – 8.67 10−29 10−17
Schottky: null→ VU + 2VB 3.78 10−15 10−9
antisite: BB + UU → BU + UB 13.02 10−52 10−28
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Figure 4: Strain fields of B and U vacancies. Arrows are scaled by a factor of 20 for clarity.
Figure 5: Electronic density of UB2. The isosurface represents a charge density of 0.115 electrons per voxel.
:::::
Work
::::::
should
:::
be
:::::::
carried
::::
out
::
to
::::::::
identify
:::
the
:::::::::
influence
::
of
::::::
fission
::::::::
product
::::::::::::::
accommodation
::::::::::::
mechanisms
::
in
:::::::::::::::
stoichiometrically
::::::::
varying
::::
UB2:::to:::::fully ::::::::::appreciate :::the:::::drive::::for :::::::::secondary::::::phase::::::::::formation.:::::This::::will
::::::
enable work predicting the in-reactor behaviour of UB2 ::::that:should consider not only the change in the
parent material but also the change in behaviour due to the presence of secondary phases and other fission
products
::::
any
:::::::::
secondary
::::::
phases
:
(e.g. volume changeand thermal conductivity ).
:
,
:::::::
thermal
::::::::::::
conductivity
:::
and
:::::::
melting
:::::::
point).
:
As the next section deals with defect-defect interaction, it is important to note that dilute vacancies
exhibit a strongly localised strain field with a marked anisotropic strain character. Atomic displacements
(Figure 4) on the nearest neighbours are remarkably small (<1.5 nm), and negligible on all other atoms.
The displacements are also restricted to in-plane neighbours only. This is consistent with the anisotropic
elastic constant matrix (Table 1), dielectric tensor, and metallic-covalent nature of the material, which
was reported to have covalent bond in plane and metallic bonds out of plane [9, 13, 38] (also evident
in the charge density distribution of Figure 5). Conveniently, this enables the study of reasonably large
defect clusters (e.g. six-atom vacancy clusters) within a tractable supercell size (e.g. 144-atom supercell
used in the current work).
3.3. Defect migration and self-diffusivity
The mobility of the point defects was investigated through CI-NEB calculations, combined with an
Onsager diffusion analysis code [19, 20]. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the minimum energy pathway and
9
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Figure 6: Migration energy profile for VU and VB along the basal 〈1120〉 and c-axis 〈0002〉 directions.
resulting activation energy barrier for diffusion of vacancies and interstitials, respectively, within UB2.
It is clear that vacancies (both VU and VB) exhibit markedly anisotropic diffusion, with basal migra-
tion being orders of magnitude faster than c-axis migration.
Interstitial diffusion (Figure 7) is more complex as there are multiple paths that may lead to the
equivalent final state: either a direct jump from an interstitial site a to a symmetrically equivalent
interstitial site b; or a concerted motion of an interstitial from site a onto lattice site l while the atom
originally on site l moves onto interstitial b. The latter is often referred to as the interstitialcy mechanism.
Where appropriate, interstitialcy mechanisms were compared to direct interstitial diffusion mechanisms
for both boron and uranium interstitial migration. Where a dumbbell configuration is involved (i.e. 1b-db
and db-2c) the jumps are identical for interstitial and interstitialcy mechanism.
Boron interstitial migration is found to be fastest in the basal plane: migrating with an energy of
1.3 eV. For jumps out of the basal plane, boron is required to overcome a significantly higher migration
energy barrier of 2.25 eV — indicating boron interstitial diffusion is also highly anisotropic.
Uranium interstitial migration is more complex than that of boron interstitials due to the presence
of more stable and metastable interstitial sites. Nevertheless, a jump network consisting exclusively of
3g–2c jumps, with a relatively small migration energy of 1.3 eV, is sufficient to enable isotropic diffusion.
Note that this jump includes two metastable intermediate states — these were relaxed in independent
simulations and new NEBS were performed using the relaxed state as starting point. Despite the relatively
low migration energy of uranium interstitials, their equilibrium concentration is so low (see Table 2) that
the overall diffusivity of uranium interstitials is expected to be very low at equilibrium.
Coupling all jumps together, it is possible to compute self-diffusivity, shown in Figure 8. B self-
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Figure 7: Migration pathways of B and U self-interstitials. Dashed lines represent concerted migration (interstitialcy),
solid line represent direct jumps. ‘c-axis’ and ‘prismatic’ refer to jump from boron to uranium planes, while ‘basal’ jumps
refer to migration within planes of boron or uranium (for top and bottom panel respectively).
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Figure 8: Self diffusivity of B (green) and U (purple). Dashed lines represent basal diffusion, solid lines represent c-axis
diffusion. Light and dark colours represent interstitial- and vacancy-mediated diffusion respectively.
diffusivity is dominated by interstitials and vacancies (in roughly equal measures) migrating on basal
planes, while U self-diffusivity is orders of magnitude slower, and dominated by vacancy-mediated process
(also limited to basal migration). Overall, all intrinsic species diffuse relatively slowly in UB2. This is
in line with the experimental observation that high temperatures are required to sinter UB2 (∼ 95% of
melting point).
As the material shows significant anisotropic behaviour, any significant gradients in radiation damage
in the material will result in significant deformation behaviour in a highly textured material. Differential
radiation induced swelling, coupled with differential defect migration mechanisms may also lead to micro-
cracking in poly-crystalline materials resulting in poor structural integrity after exposure to irradiation.
3.4. Clustering of defects
Vacancy clustering is now considered with a focus on the lowest energy (most favourable) intrinsic
defect: the boron vacancy, as well as uranium vacancies that form as a result of Frenkel pair formation
and Schottky defects. Clustering of vacancies, formed due to equilibrium or non-equilibrium processes,
can lead to the formation of voids
:
, which can cause swelling and degradation of bulk material properties.
The thermodynamic drive for vacancy clustering has been investigated by assessing the behaviour of
increasing numbers of vacancies within a 144-atom supercell. Di-vacancies, both {VB : VB} and {VU : VU}
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Figure 9: Binding energy of di-vacancy clusters as a function of inter-vacancy distance. Hollow points represent clusters
where the vacancies are not within the same basal plane, or same UB2 layer for {VU : VB} clusters.
as well as the mixed di-vacancy {VU : VB} were considered, and their binding energies are presented in
fig. 9.
The clusters composed of {VB : VB}, {VU : VB} and {VU : VU} are found to have negative binding
energies for most arrangements indicating they will bind to each other. The {VB : VB}1nn binding energy
is particularly strong and may act as a nucleus for further vacancy clustering.
The kinetics of clustering of two boron vacancies was investigated by performing CI-NEB calculations
of B vacancies migrating on the basal plane (Figure 10). It is evident that there is no increase in the defect
diffusion barrier near the defect (i.e. there is no kinetic hindrance for vacancy clustering), on the contrary,
there is a reduction in diffusion barrier from the 2nn to the 1nn configuration, whilst the barrier for the
inverse process remains comparably large. Thus, if two boron vacancies fall within 3.04A of each-other,
they are highly likely to bind into the 1nn configuration, which is subsequently unlikely to dissociate.
Since dissociation is a necessary step for the di-vacancy migration, this cluster is also predicted to be a
comparatively slow diffuser.
Growth of the di-vacancy cluster into larger vacancy clusters, was considered. Starting from the
strongly bound {VB : VB}1nn cluster, additional vacancies were added at varying distance from the di-
vacancy cluster, all within the same basal plane. Example configurations are shown in Figure 11. From
the previous analysis on di-vacancies, as vacancies on different basal planes interact much more weakly
(in line with the highly local and strongly isotropic strain field of a vacancy shown in Figure 4), and
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Figure 10: Migration profile of boron di-vacancy clusters. Hollow triangles represent transition states and filled square
represent binding energy of ground state di-vacancy configurations.
as vacancies diffuse much faster along basal planes than across them, it is reasonable to only consider
vacancies that are within the same basal plane.
Figure 12a shows the formation energy (per vacancy) of the cluster as a function of cluster size. It
is evident that all clusters are bound and the binding increase with increasing size. The colour coding
illustrates how many “dangling bonds” are left behind in the material to form the cluster, clearly showing
that the fewer dangling bond must be created to accommodate a vacancy, the lower the formation energy
of the vacancy is.
:::::
Thus,
:::
for
::::
any
::::::
given
::::::
cluster
:::::
size,
:::::
there
::
is
::
a
:::::::
strong
:::::::
driving
:::::
force
:::
for
::::::::::::::
re-arrangement
:::
into
::
a
::::::::::::
configuration
::::
that
::::::
leaves
:::::::
behind
:::::
fewer
::::::::
dangling
::::::
bonds.
:::
It
::
is
:::::::::
reasonable
:::::
that
::
no
:::::::
kinetic
::::::::::
hinderance
:::::::
towards
::::::::::::::
rearrangements
::::::
exists,
:::::
given
:::
the
::::::::
previous
:::::::
results
::
on
::::
fast
:::::::
kinetics
:::
for
:::
VB:::::::::migration::::and:::::::::{VB : VB}
:::::::::::::
rearrangement.
:::::::
Similar
:::::::::
behaviour
::
of
::::::::
in-plane
:::::::
vacancy
:::::::::::::
rearrangement
::
in
::::
has
::::
been
::::::::
recorded
::
in
:::::
other
:::::::
layered
:::
and
:::
2D
:::::::::
materials
::::
such
:::
as
:::::
boron
::::::
nitride
:::::
[39],
:::::::
graphite
::::::::
[40, 41],
::::::::
graphene
:::::::::::
[42, 43] and
::::::::::::
C-nanotubes
:::::::
[44, 45].
Figure 12b shows that this correlation between formation energy and the number of dangling bonds
(both normalised by number of vacancies in the cluster) is linear.
From this linear relationship, one can estimate the formation and binding energies of any planar VB
cluster of arbitrary size, as
Ef = n(1.148 + 0.738 δ) eV (3)
Eb = n(−2.294 + 0.738 δ) eV (4)
where n and δ are the number of boron vacancies and dangling bonds in the cluster, respectively. This
surprisingly linear relationship enables the prediction of cluster stability simply based on a geometrical
consideration, without having to perform computationally expensive DFT calculations, and can therefore
be fed directly into larger scale models and fuel performance codes.
:::::::::
Analogous
::::::::::::
relationships
::::
may
:::
be
:::::
found
::
in
:::::
other
:::::::
layered
::::
and
:::
2D
:::::::::
materials
::
in
::::::
which
::::::::
vacancy
:::::::
clusters
::::
are
::::::
known
::
to
::::::::::
re-arrange
::::
into
::::::
lower
::::::
energy
:::::::::::::
configurations.
::::::::
Further
:::::
work
::
in
::::::
these
::::::::
materials
:::::::
should
::::::::
consider
:::
the
::::::::::
possibility
::
of
::
a
::::::
linear
:::::::::::
relationship
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Figure 11: Relaxed configurations and charge density of supercells containing planar VB clusters. Turquoise isosurfaces
represent charge densities of 0.116 electrons. Missing atoms and dangling bonds represented by grey squares and red lines
respectively. Only one (0001) atomic layer is shown, projected from the c-axis.
:::::::
between
:::::::
cluster
::::::
energy
::::
and
:::::::
number
::
of
::::::::
dangling
:::::::
bonds.
:
3.5. Accommodation of activation and fission products
Absorption of thermal neutrons by boron-10 leads to the formation of He and Li, following the reaction:
10B + n→4 He +7 Li (5)
Thus it is important to understand how these are incorporated within the boride structure to predict the
microstructural evolution with burn-up. In addition, uranium will also undergo fission, thereby producing
fission products. Of particular importance is Xe, which is produced in large amounts and can have a
significant impact on the thermal transport properties of a fuel and the swelling properties.
Here we consider the solubility of Li, He and Xe in pristine UB2, and in the presence of vacancy
clusters. The energy required to accommodate these extrinsic elements in the UB2 crystal are shown in
Figure 13.
It is evident that interstitial sites are highly unfavourable for all species, in line with the relatively large
atomic radii of these elements. Substitution onto B sites is also energetically unfavourable for all species,
while substitution onto the U site is highly favourable for Li, and it may accommodate He relatively
easily (0.71 eV). It therefore appears that Li may act as a stabilising agent in UB2 to compensate for U
sub-stoichiometry due to fission.
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Figure 12: Formation energy of planar VB clusters normalised by the number of vacancies in each cluster.
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Figure 13: Incorporation energies of Li, He and Xe in UB2.
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The presence of pre-existing vacancy clusters, containing only VB, significantly reduces the accom-
modation energy for all three species compared to single boron vacancies, with larger clusters providing
the largest reduction. In the case of Xe, because of this progressive reduction in energy with increasing
B vacancies, there is no thermodynamic preference between accommodation onto a boron tri-vacancy or
onto a U vacancy.
Given the universal preference for a U vacancy, we considered also clusters of VB surrounding VU.
Interestingly, for the smaller atoms (He and Li), the addition of boron vacancies has no impact or
even negative impact on their solubility. While for Xe, this results in additional reduction in energy,
with a minimum observed for a Schottky cluster. The results suggest that retention of fission and
activation products increases with increasing B depletion, which is promising since the rate of production
of activation products is directly proportional with the rate of B depletion.
4. Summary
In this work, the intrinsic defect behaviour of UB2 has been investigated in order to aid further studies
understanding the behaviour of the ceramic operated as a component of nuclear fuel. It has been found
that stoichiometry deviation is not easily accommodated within the structure and as such, any components
manufactured from UB2 would require significant stoichiometry control in order to avoid lower melting
point phases (metallic U for example) or phases that may degrade the mechanical performance of the
ceramic.
As the uranium or boron from the UB2 is consumed by neutron absorption and fission, deviations
in stoichiometry will vary accordingly. The presence of fission products (both from the U and the B
reactions) may act to stabilise the structure; allowing deviations from stoichiometry to be accommodated.
This requires further work using the methods outlined in this work.
The migration of vacancies in UB2 was found to be highly anisotropic. As such, radiation damage
processes will not easily anneal as defects from adjacent basal planes will not readily annihilate. Con-
sequently, the radiation tolerance of UB2 is expected to be lower than isotropic materials such as UO2,
despite the fact that the two compounds exhibit similar accommodation energies for disorder processes
(Frenkel, anti-Frenkel, Schottkey and antisite disorder). Coupled with the anisotropy of vacancy migra-
tion, the activation energy for migration is also observed to be large, limiting the overall defect migration,
further supporting a lack of defect recovery when exposed to displacive radiation environments.
Boron interstitials exhibit similar anisotropy and migration barrier to boron vacancies. Uranium
interstitials on the other hand diffuse isotropically through the material, and at a significantly faster rate
than the corresponding vacancies.
Boron vacancies are highly mobile on the basal planes and also exhibit a strong drive to cluster
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into strongly bound di-vacancies, and subsequently larger 2D vacancy clusters (on the basal plane). A
fascinating outcome from the work is that the growth and stability of these clusters can be predicted
based on the number of “dangling bonds” left as a result of the vacancy. It is expected that this behaviour
will apply to a number of related compounds including the other layered diborides and potentially other
highly covalent layered materials.
As the material is expected to accumulate defects quite readily in radiation environments, the volume
change and anisotropic behaviour must be considered when designing fuels containing UB2, for instance
by providing sufficient porosity to accommodate swelling without imparting a significant outwards hoop
strain on a cladding material. If used in small enough quantities within fuel, this swelling may be simply
accommodated by careful consideration of the fuel-pellet gap size.
5. Data availability
The raw data required to reproduce these findings are available to download from [INSERT PERMA-
NENT WEB LINK(s)].
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Appendix A. Formation and binding energy definitions
The formation energy, Ef , of a defect is calculated as
Ef = EDFTdef − EDFTperf ±
∑
α
nαµα (A.1)
where EDFTdef and E
DFT
perf are the DFT total energies of the defective and pristine supercells (of same size),
and µ is the chemical potential of all species α added or removed to form the defect. Under standard
state conditions, the chemical potential is taken as the per-atom DFT energy of the element in its ground
state. By way of example, the formation of a uranium vacancy in UB2 is defined by the following reaction
in Kro¨ger-Vink notation
BB → VB + α-B(s) (A.2)
Throughout the paper, when Kro¨ger-Vink notation is used, it is implicitly assumed that the defect in
question is in UB2. The corresponding formation energy is calculated as
EfBU = E
DFT
VB − EDFTBB −+:µB (A.3)
= EDFTU48B95 − EDFTU48B96−+:
1
36
EDFTα-B36(s) (A.4)
While the DFT energy of U and B in their elemental state provides an unequivocal definition of defect
energy, and it’s
::
its
:
self-consistency aids comparison across techniques, it does not reflect the conditions
relevant to synthesis of this material or during reactor operations. In reality, when excess B is present, it
precipitates in the form of UB4, not α-B, as implicitly observed from the phase diagram. Thus, in this
study we also report the formation energy considering the neighbouring stable phase in the U-B phase
diagram as reservoir of chemical potential For instance, the same boron vacancy formation reaction in
UB2 under B-poor conditions is expressed as
1
2
UB2 + BB → VB + 1
2
UB4 (A.5)
and the corresponding reaction energy is
E
f(B-poor)
VB
= EDFTU47B96 − EDFTU48B96 +
1
2
EDFTUB4 −
1
2
EDFTUB2 (A.6)
The binding energy of a defect cluster, Eb, is defined as the energy required to form the cluster
from isolated non-interacting defects. It may be expressed in terms of formation energy of the constituent
point defects i,
Eb = Efcluster −
∑
i
Efi (A.7)
With this definition, a positive binding energy denotes a repulsive interaction and a negative binding
energy denotes an attractive interaction. The binding energy is independent on the chemical potential
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Table B.3: Enthalpy of formation of UB2 in eV from different DFT methodologies and experiment [46]
exp [46] PBE HSE06 PBE+D3 PBE+U (2 eV)
−1.690 −1.594 −1.968 −2.597 0.261
and the choice of formalism for Ef , since all terms of µ that appear in Efcluster must also appear in
∑
iE
f
i
and therefore cancel out.
The incorporation energy is defined as the energy penalty/gained to accommodate an extrinsic
species X into a pre-existing defect
Ei(X) = Efdefect+X − Efdefect (A.8)
as such, it is also independent on the chemical potential of U and B. The chemical potential of the He
and Xe is taken from a DFT calculation of an isolated gas atom, and that of Li is taken from a DFT
calculation of solid α-Li.
Appendix B. Exchange-correlation functional
Strongly correlated f -electron materials are typically not well simulated by the local density approx-
imation and the generalised gradient approximation. Thus, it is customary to add an on-site Coulomb
repulsion term ‘+U’, also known as the Hubbard parameter. The parameterisation of this repulsive term
poses a challenge: it’s
::
its
:
purpose is to counters the spurious curvature of semi-local energy functionals
as a function of electron occupation, whilst retaining the transferability of a “parameter-free” ab-initio
approach [30]. Recently, Jossou et al. [9] performed DFT calculations of UB2 with the PBEsol functional
with a +U of 2 eV, but they acknowledge that there is no ab-initio or experimental foundation to the
choice of U value, but was simply treated as a empirical fitting parameter.
To assess the sensitivity of the results to the addition of a ‘+U’, lattice parameters and formation
energies of UB2 were obtained for a range of U values from 0 to 6 eV at intervals of 0.1 eV, as well as
hybrid functionals HSE06 and PBE0 (with the conventional fraction of 0.25 Hartree-Fock exchange and,
for HSE06, short range parameter ω = 0.2). The results are presented in Figure B.14 and Table B.3.
It is evident that strongest alignment with experimental lattice parameters is found for U values in
the range of 1.8 eV to 3.2 eV, in line with Jossou et al. [9] choice of U = 2.0 eV — although note that
the exchange-correlation functional and the pseudopotentials are also different between the two studies.
However, it is also evident that at no value of U can we reach agreement with both experiments and
hybrid calculations, which reduces the confidence on the need for an on-site Coulomb repulsion. Notably,
an excessive Coulomb repulsion (U > 5.3 eV) leads to the stabilisation of a ferromagnetic state, which is
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Figure B.14: Lattice parameters of UB2 as a function of +U. The width of red shades represent the 95% confidence interval
on the spread of experimental data [11, 12, 32, 46–50]. FM and NM represent ferromagnetic and non-magnetic calculations
respectively. No FM calculations were stable with U<5.3 eV.
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not observed with the hybrid or PBE functionals, and for which there is no experimental evidence. The
addition of the ‘+U’ term also requires careful treatment of the formation energies (of bulk phases and of
defects) to counter the spurious positive energy term caused by on-site Coulomb repulsion, typically by
empirical alignment with experimental data [51, 52]. Without such empirical correction, the formation
energy of UB2 becomes positive, which is unphysical for a stable phase.
On the other hand, when no on-site Coulomb repulsion is used, the DFT lattice parameters and
formation energies are within ±1.5% and 6% of the experimental average, which is within the typical
range of uncertainty of PBE calculations, again suggesting that the on-site Coulomb repulsion may not
be necessary. Similarly good agreement is found for the elastic properties (see section 3.1). Furthermore,
Yamamoto et al. [53] have performed low-temperature field modulation de Haas-vanAlphen oscillation
measurements on single crystal UB2 and found that the electronic structure is well represented even
within the linear density approximation (LDA). Thus, to prevent additional uncertainty arising from
arbitrary choice of U value, the calculations of the current work were performed with the PBE functional
without an on-site Coulomb repulsion.
Appendix C. Details of intrinsic defects
Details of the stable intrinsic point defects is provided in Table C.4. For ease of comparison with
other computational and experimental work, we report the formation energy from standard state, E◦f , in
which the chemical potential of the atoms added or removed to form the defect is taken from reservoirs
of elemental metals in their standard state (i.e. α-B(s) and α-U(s)). The relaxation volume, Ω, is defined
as the change in volume between the defective and pristine supercells, and was obtained from the elastic
dipole of the relaxed defect and the material’s elastic constant (see Table 1), following linear elastic
theory.
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Table C.4: List of stable intrinsic point defects in UB2, together with the Wyckoff site, atomic coordinate in the conventional
unit cell, the formation energy in standard state and relaxation volume. In addition, two metastable sites were observed
for Ui between the 3g and the 2c sites, with formation energies of 9.87 eV and 10.13 eV.
Name defect type site coordinates E◦f (eV) Ω
VB vacancy 2d
(
1
3
, 2
3
, 1
2
)
3.45 −0.58
VU vacancy 1a (0, 0, 0) 4.43 −5.08
Bi(1b) interstitial 1b
(
0, 0, 1
2
)
2.75 8.10
Bi(2c) interstitial 2c
(
2
3
, 1
3
, 1
2
)
4.79 9.26
Bc-dumbbell interstitial 4h
(
1
3
, 2
3
, 0.307
)
4.09 9.24
Ba-dumbbell interstitial 12q (0.1182, 0.3878, 0) 3.83 11.19
Bp-dumbbell interstitial 12o (0.38, 0.62, 0.6) 3.87 10.48
Ui(3g) interstitial 3g
(
1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
)
9.30 26.31
Ui(2c) interstitial 2c
(
2
3
, 1
3
, 1
2
)
10.15 29.60
Ui(1b) interstitial 1b
(
0, 0, 1
2
)
12.92 37.41
Uc-dumbbell interstitial 2e (0, 0, 0.280) 11.09 40.97
Ua-dumbbell interstitial 6l (0.448, 0.224, 0) 13.19 31.10
BU substitution 1a (0, 0, 0) 6.09 -4.98
UB substitution 2d
(
1
3
, 2
3
, 1
2
)
6.93 20.01
25
